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Quantun1 Field Theoretical Method in Non-Equilibriulll Systems

- Non-Equilibriulll Therlllo Field Dynamics -

Physics, U Tsukuba, Toshihico ARIMITSU

1 Introduction

In this lecture, I will introduce a canon'ical !o7'mal'ism of non-equilibl'ium quantum systenls,
named Non-Equilibrium Thermo Field Dynallllcs (NETFD). This is a unified fonnalism which
enables us to treat dissipative quantum systems (covering whole the aspects in non-equilibrium
statistical mechanics listed in Table 1) by the method similar to the usual quantum mechanics
and quantum field theory \vhich accommodate the concept of the dual structure in the inter
pretation of nature, i.e. in tenus of the ope?'ator algebra and the rep?'esentation space. The
representation space of NETFD (named thermal space) is composed of the direct product of
two Hilbert spaces, the one for non-tilde fields and the other for tUde fields.* It was revealed
that dissipation is taken into account by a rotation in whole the two Hilbert spaces. The tenns
constituted by the multiplication of tilde and non-tilde fields in the infinitesimal time-evolution
generator take care of dissipative (i.e. irreversible) phenomena. This notion was discovered first
when NETFD was constructed [1, 2].t

Boltzmann tried to explain the irreversibility of nature based on the lllicroscopic. and
reversible Newton's mechanics. It was revealed that he had introduced a stochastic manipula
tion, what is called the molec'ula?' chaos, without knowing it in the course of the derivation of
the Boltzmann equation (see [4] for a brief review of the irreversibility in statistical mechanics).
Besides the technical transparency of our new method, we expect that its dual structure, as a
quantum theory of dissipative fields, may provide us with a breakthrough to realize Boltzlnann's
original dream. The duality was not recognized in Boltzmann's days.

It is known that one can divide the fundamental aspects ill non-equilibriunl statistical
mechanics into four categories as shown in Table 1. In category I, we deal with a one-particle
distribution function (in the Il-phase-space within classical statistical mechanics) with the as
sumption of molec'ular chaos or something similar which introduces an irreversibility. In cat
egory II, we handle a density operator which describes the distrib'ution of the ensemble of a
system under consideration. vVithin the terminology of classical statistical mechanics, we treat

"In NETFD, any operator A is associated with its tilde field ..4 (see Tool 1 in section 2).
t This notion had not appeared in the formulation of the equilibrium thermo field dynamics (TFD) [3] which

is an operator formalism of the Gibbs ensembles. This is one of the essential difference between NETFD and
TFD.
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the assembly of points in the r -phase-space, each point of which describes a dynamical state of
an elell1ent system of the ensemble. Irreversibility is introduced by a coarse graining in r -space.
In category III, we study a path of a dynamical variable which is generated by a stochastic
equation with a specified randOlll process. The correlation of random. forces introduces irre
versible behavior of the system. In category IV, we treat a distl'ibution of the bundle of paths
(flow) in the phase-space [5]-[8]. Each path is genel'ated by an element of a set of the tilne
sequences of a random force (stochastic process). Within the teIll1inology of classical statistical
mechanics, we chase one specific point, which represents the dynamical state of a system, in a
coarse-grained f-space with fluctuating flows due to the stochastic process.

The framework of NETFD was constructed first [1,2] by, so to speak, a principle of
correspondence based upon the damping theoretical argument within the density operator for
malisnl [9]-[11] (see Appendices A and B). It was reconstructed upon the seven axioms [12].
Then, the most general expression of the renormalized time-evolution generator in the interac
tion representation (the semi-free hat-Hamiltonian) was derived together with an equation for
the one-particle distribution function [13, 14]. Therefore, we see that NETFD was started to
be built upon the fundamental aspects I and II in Table 1. Within these aspects, the canonical
formalism of dissipative quantum fields in NETFD was formulated, and the close structural
resemblance between NETFD and usual quantum field theories was revealed [15, 16]. The
generating functional within NETFD was derived [17]. Furthermore, the kinetic equation was
derived within NETFD [21], and the relation between NETFD and the closed time-path meth
ods [18]-[20] was shown. The extension of NETFD to the hydrodynamical region as well as the
kinetic region has been started [22, 23].:

Recently, the framework of NETFD has been extended [25}·[36] to take account of the
aspects III and IVas well as the ones I and II. Here again NETFD allowed us to construct a
unified canonical theory of quantum stochastic operators. The stochastic Liouville equations
both of the Ito and of the Stratonovich types were introduced in the Schrodinger represen
tation. Whereas, the Langevin equations both of the Ito and of the Stratonovich types were
constructed as the Heisenberg equation of motion with the help of the time-evolution genera
tor of corresponding stochastic Liouville equations. The Ito formula was derived for quantum
systenls.

In section 2, some fundamentals of NETFD are listed. In section 3, the general form
of semi-free time-evolution generator is derived. The anriihilatioll and creation operators are
introduced by means of a time-dependent Bogoliubov transformation. The two-point function
(propagator) is also derived. In section 4, the model of a damped harmonic oscillator is specified,
which we will treat mainly throughout the lecture for simplicity. The Fokker-Planck equation
and the Heisenberg equation of motion for coarse grained operators are explicitly handled. The
irreversibility of the system is investigated in terms of the Boltzmann entropy. In section 5, the
generating functional method is introduced, which gives us the relation between the method
of NETFD with the one of Schwinger's closed-time path. In section 6, the general expression
of the stochastic semi-free time-evolution generator is derived for a non-stationary Gaussian

tZubarev admired the method of NETFD, and he also started to use it f01' the investigation of these regions
[24].
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white quantum stochastic process. The correlation of the random force operators are also
derived generally. In section 7, the stochastic Liouville equations and the Langevin equations
both of Ito and Stratollovich types of the system are investigated in a unified manner. In section
8, whole the framework of NETFD is mapped to a c-number space by means of the coherent
state representation within NETFD. Section 9 is devoted to discussions. Those which were not
explained in this lecture are listed. The open problems and the prospect are also included.
Appendices (A-H) are added in order to make the lecture note self-contained.

2 Toolbox of NETFD

NETFD is a quantum theory of dissipative fields, which enables us to construct a canoni
cal formalism for coaTse gTa-ined quantum fields. Here, we list the technical basics for later
convel1lence.

Tool 1. Any operator A (the ordinary, coarse-grained and stochastic ones) is associated with
its partner (tilde) operator A. The tUde conj-ugat£on rv is defined by:.

(A1A2 )'" = A1A2 ,

(Clih + C2 A2)'" = c;A1 + c;A2 ,

(At = (J" A,

(Att = At,

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)

(2.4)

where (J" = 1 (-1) for bosonic (fennionic) operator A, and Cl and C2 are c-numhers.

Tool 2. The tilde and non-tilde operators at an equal time are mutually commutative, and are
related with each other through the relation

(llAt = (lIA. (2.5)

Tool 3. The expectation value of an operatol' A is given by (lIAIO). Observable operators
consist only of 110n-tilde opel'ators.

Tool 4. The thermal vacuums (11 and 10) are tilde invariant:

(2.6)

and are normalized as (110) = 1 ((110f) = 1). We will put the sub-script f for the
quantities in stochastic (fluctuating) systems.

Tool 5. The dynamical evolution of systems is described by the Schriidinger equation (n = 1)

:tIO(t)) = -iHIO(t)).
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For stochastic systems, the Schroclinger equation is expressed in the fonns

(2.8)

or
(2.9)

depending on the kind of stochastic multiplications. The former will be used for the Ito
multiplication [37], whereas the latter the Stratonovich multiplication [38]. The symbol
o repl'esents the Stratonovich multiplication. We usually call the Schrodinger equation
as the Fokker-Planck equation for coarse grained systems, and as stochastic Liouville
equation for stochastic systems. These dynamical equations are of the Schrodinger rep
resentation.

Tool 6. The hat-Ham-ilton'ians, an infinitesimal time-evolution generators, iI, HIlt and iIl,t
satisfy

( ~) "" ~iH = iH, the same relation for the stochastic ones. (2.10)

This characteristics is nanled t·ild·ian. The tildian hat-Halniltonians are not necessarily
henllitian operators.

Tool 7. The hat-Hamiltonians have zero eigenvalue for the thennal bra-vacuum:

(11H = 0, the same relation for the stochastic ones.

This is the manifestation of the conservation of probability, i.e. (110(t)) = 1.

3 Semi-Free Hat-Hamiltonian

(2.11)

The most general form of the renonnalized hat-Hamiltonian Ht in the interaction representation
has the form [13, 14] (see Appendix C for the derivation):§

fIt = w(t) (ata - ata)
-iK.(t) {[I +2n(t)] (ata +ata) - 2[1 +n(t)] aa - 2n(t)atat}

-i!!:.-n(t)aPTIJVav - i2K(t)n(t)
elt

= [w(t) - iK(t)] li"a" - i [~ +2K(t)] li"n(t)""a" +w(t) + iK(t), (3.1)

where :tn(t) is given by

~n(t)= -2K.(t)n(t) + iE«t). ' (3.2)

SThroughout this lecture note, we confine ourselves to the case of boson fields, for simplicity. The extension
to the case of fermion fields are rather straightforward.
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Here, we introduced the thermal doublet notation: a14=l = a, a14=2 = at and a14=l = at, a14=2 =
-a, and the matrices 7 /W : 7 11 = 7

21 = 1, 7 12 = 7
22 = -1, and

1 +n(t) -[1 +n(t)]

n(t )14// = (1Ia(tt a(t tlO) =
n(t) -n(t)

(3.3)

The one-paTt'icle d-istT'ib'ui'ion funet-ion n(t) is defined by

n(t) = (1Ia tt (t)a(t)10), (3.4)

and the thermal doublet notation in the interaction representation is introduced by a(t)l4=l =
a(t), a(t)I4=2 = att(t) and a(t)l4=l = att(t), a(t)I4=2 = -a(t). The function E«t) is given when
the interaction hat-Hamiltonian is specified. The equation (3.2) is the Boltzmann equation of
the systel1l.

The operators a, at, etc. satisfy the canonical cOll1mutationrelation:

(3.5)

The tilde and non-tilde operators are mutually commutative. Throughout this lecture, we do
not label the operators a, at, etc. explicitly with a subscript k for specifying a momentum
and/or other degrees of freedom. However, remember that we are dealing with a dissipative
quant'um field.

The operators in the interaction representation are defined by

a(t) = S-l(t)aS(t), (3.6)

where

(3.7)

with 5(0) = 1. The semi-free hat-Hamiltonian fIt satisfies

(see Tool 7), and the semi-free operators satisfy

(3.8)

(1Ia tt (t) = (1Ia(t), (3.9)

(see Tool 2 for the former). Since the semi-free hat-Hamiltonian fIt is not necessarily hermite,
we introduced the symbol tt in order to distinguish it from the hermite conjugation t. However,
we will use t instead oftt, for simplicity, unless it is confusing.
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The annihilation and creation operators, ,(t)Jl=l = ,(t), ,(t)Jl=2 = i'~(t) and ;y(t)Jl=l =
,~(t), i(t)Jl=2 = -i'(t), are introduced by

(3.10)

with the time-dependent Bogol-i-ubo'v t1'ansforrnation:~

1 +n(t) -n{t)
B{t)Jltl = (3.11)

-1 1

The annihilation and creation operators have the properties

,(t)!0) = 0, (lli~( t) = 0. (3.12)

The two-point function G(t, t')J.w has the form

G(t, t')Jltl = -i(lIT [a(t)Jla(t')",l 10)

= [B- 1(t)9(t, t')B(t')r
tl

,

where

(3.13)

GR
(t, t/) °

9(t, t')J.w = -i(lIT [t(t)J.li(t'tJ 10) = (3.14)

o GA(t, t/)

with

GR(t,t') = -iB(t-t')exp rtds[-iw(s)-K(S)],
itt

GA(t, t') = iB(t' - t) exp ltds [-iw(s) + K{S)].
tt

(3.15)

(3.16)

The representation space (the thermal space) of NETFD is the vector space spanned by
the set of bra and ket state vectors which are generated,respectively, by cyclic operations of
the annihilation operators ,(t) and i(t) on (11, and of the creation operators ,~(t) and i'~(t)

011 10).

The normal product is defined by means of the annihilation and the creation operators,
i.e. ,~(t), i'~(t) stand to the left of ,(t), i(t). The process, rewriting physical operators
in tenns of the annihilation and creation operators, leads to a Wick-type formula, which in
turn leads to Feynman-type diagrams for multi-point functions in the renonnalized interaction
representation. The internal line in the Feynman-type diagrams is the unperturbed two-point
function (3.13).

1TThere is a minor change in the normalization of the time-dependent Bogoliubov transformation compared
with the original definition given in [1, 2], [12]-[14]. This change makes the expression get, t/)PII simpler, and is
essential in the formulation of the stochastic Liouville equation h~troduced below.
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4 Fokker-Planck Equation-Model-

We can specify a model by writing down its Boltzmann equation. In the following through the
lecture, we will use the model of a damped harmonic oscillatol' in order to show the heart of
the fonnalism. The model is specified by the Boltzmann equation

with

d
dt n(t) = -2K [n(t) - n],

1
n= ,

e/3w - 1

(4.1)

(4.2)

where f3 is the inverse of the temperature T of the environment, i.e. f3 = liT. The Boltzmann
constant has been put to equal to 1.

Substituting the Boltzmann equation (4.1) into the semi-free hat-Hamiltonian (3.1), we
have [1, 2, 12]

iI = w (ata - atZt) - iK [(1 +2'ii) (ata +ata) - 2 (1 +n) aa - 2natat ] - i2Kn

= (w - iK) (iJlaJl - i2K(illnllvav +w + iK, (4.3)

where

-n
(4.4)

l+n -(1+11)

The Haluiltonian (4.3) is the same expression as the OIle derived by means of the principle
of conespondence when NETFD was constructed first based upon the projection operator
fonualislu of the damping theory [1, 2] (see Appendix B).

The Fokker-Planck equ-ation of the model is given by

:tIO(t)) = -iHIO(t)),

with (4.3), which is solved as

10(t)) = exp [[n(t) - n(O)] I~.:y~] 10).

The ket-thermal vacuum, 10) = 10(0)), is specified by

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

where f = n/(l + n) with n = n(O). This can be expressed in terms of d and at, which are
introduced in (4.11) below, as

dlO) = (n - 11) eltIO).
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The attractive expression (4.6), which was obtained first in [39], led us to the notion of a
l11echanisl1.1nall1ed the spontaneo'us creat-ion of diss-ipat'ion [13, 14], [40]-[42]. We can obtain the
result (4.6) only by algebraic Iuallipulations. This technical convenience of the operator algebra
in NETFD, which is very much similar to that of the usual quantum mechanics, enables us to
treat open systems in far-from-equilibrium state simpler and more tt'ansparent [43]-[48]'

The hat-Hal1.1iltonian (4.3) can be also written in the form

iI :::: W (dtd - JtJ) - iK (dtd + JtJ)
:::: w (/~/t - i~it) - iK (/~/t + i~it + 2 [n(t) - n] I-¥-i-¥-) ,

where dl-'=l :::: d, dJ£=2 ~ Jt and dl-'=l :::: dt , ([1-'=2 :::: -d are defined by

(4.9)

(4.10)

The annihilation and creation operators, /1-'=1 :::: It, 11-'=2 = i~ and 1'1-'=1 :::: I~' 1'1-'=2 :::: -it,
are defined through the relation

(4.13)

It is easy to see froll1 the diagonalized form (4.9) of iI that

d(t) = S-l(t) d S(t):::: d e-(iw+~)t, (4.14)

On the other hand, it is easy to see from the normal product form (4.10) of if that it satisfies
Tool 7 since the annihilation and creation operators satisfy

ItIO(t)) = 0, (Iii-¥- = O. (4.15)

The difference between the operators which diagonalize iI and the ones which Inake II in
the fonn of nOrll1al product is one of the features of NETFD, and shows the point that the
formalism is quite different from usual quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. This is a
manifestation of the fact that the hat-Hamiltonian is a time-evolution generator for irreversible
processes.

The Heisenberg equation of motion for a coarse grained operator A(t) is given by

d A

dtA(t) = i[H(t), A(t)],
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with
H(t) = S-l(t)HS(t). (4.17)

We would like to emphasize here that the existence of the Heisenberg equation of motion
(4.16) for coarse grained operators is one of the notable features of NETFD. This enabled us
to construct a canonical jormaUsm oj the dissipative quantum field theory, where the coarse
grained operator a(t) etc. in the Heisenberg representation satisfies the equal-time canonical
commutation relation

[a(t), at(t)] = 1,

F01' the present model, we have

[a(t), (it(t)] = 1. (4.18)

~ta(t) = -iwa(t) - ~ [(1 +2n) a(t) - 2nat(t)] ,

d
Z

at (t) = iwa t (t) + K [(1 + 2n) at (t) - 2 (1 + n) a(t)] .
d

(4.19)

(4.20)

We see that the equation of motion f01' at(t) is not the hermite conjugate of the one for a(t).

The two-point function for the model is given by (3.13) with the replacement of w(t)
and ~(t) by the time-independent quantities wand K, respectively.

Let us check here the irreversibility of the system. The entropy of the system is given
by

S(t) = - {n(t) In n(t) - [1 +n(t)] In [1 +n(t)]} ,

whereas, the heat change of the system is given by

d'Q =wdn.

Thermodynamics tells us that

dS = dSe +dS;, dSe = d'Q/TR ,

dS; > O.

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

The latter inequality (4.24) is the second law of thermodynamics. Putting' (4.21) and (4.22) in
(4.23), for dS and dSe , respectively, we have a relation for the entropy production rate [4]

dSj = dS _ dSe = 2K [n(t) _ n] In n(t)[1 +n] > O.
dt dt dt n[1 +n(t)] .,...

(4.25)

It is easy to see that the expression on the right-hand side of the second equality satisfies the
last inequality which is consistent with (4.24). The equality realizes either for the thermal
equilibriu111 state, n(t) = n, 01' for the quasi-stationary process, K ~ O.
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5 Generating Functional Method

Let us consider a master equation [17]

:i 10(i)) = -iHtotIO(i)),

with

Htot = H+Hl,h
where H is given by (4.3), and HI,t is defined by

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

The thermal doublet notation for the c-number external fields has been introduced by
!((i)JJ=l = !((i), !{(t)ll=2 = [(*(t) and K(i)JJ=l = !((i)*, !?(i)JJ=2 = -k(i). We see the
relation

!(-y(i)JJ = B(i)JJVK(it, K-y(i) = 1?(itB-1(itJJ ,

with (3.11) for B(i)JJv.

The generating functional for the system is defined by [17]

Z[J(, k) = (lIU(t")IO),

where U(i) satisfies
el A A A

eli U(i) = -iHI(i)U(i),

with the initial condition U(O) = 1. The hat-Hamiltonian HI(i) is given by

Taking the functional derivative of the generating functional (5.5), we have

(,(i)") = i 1iI?:(t)" In Z[K, k] = (liT [U(I)I(i)"] 10),

(i(t)") = i 6K:(t)" In Z[K, k] = (lIT [U(lm1)"] 10).

The equation of motiollfor b(i)I') [17]:
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with the boundary conditions

(,(O)JJ=l) = (1(0)) = 0,
(;y(l)~l=l) = (I~(l)) = 0,

can be solved in the form

(,(l)JJ=2) = (i~(l)) = 0,

(;Y(0)JJ=2) = -(i(O)) = 0, (5.12)

(5.14)

(,(t)JJ) = fa tdt' get, t')JJV[{j(t't, (5.13)

where get, t')JJV is given by (3.14). The boundary conditioils in (5.12) are derived by the thermal
state conditions (3.12). The matrix TtV is defined by Tj1 = -Ti2= 1, Tj2 = Til = O.

Substituting (5.13) into (5.8), we finally obtain [17]

Z[K, kJ = exp [-i fo~tfo~t'f(~ (t )"g(t, t')""K~ (t')"]

= exp [-i fo'dtfo'dt'K(t)"G(t, t')""K(t')"] .

This expression for an open system wasdel'ived first by Schwinger by means of the closed-time
path method [18] (see also [19, 20)).

The derivation of the generating functional shown in this section reveals the relation
between the quantum operator formalism of dissipative fields and their path integral formalism
[18]. Note that the existence of a quantum operator formalism for dissipative fields had never
been l'ealized before NETFD was constructed.

6 Stochastic Semi-Free Hamiltonian

The general form of the stochastic semi-free hat-Hamiltonian Hj,t, appeared in the stochastic
Liouville equation (2.8) of the Ito type, and the cOlTelation of the r~ndom force operators can
be derived under the following basic requirements:

AI. The stochastic semi-free operators are defined by

(6.1)

where
(6.2)

with Sj(O) = 1. Here, it is assumed that, at t = 0, the relevant system starts to contact
with the ilTelevant system representing the stochastic process described by the random
force operators dF(t), etc. defined in A3 below. 1I The stochastic operators a, at, a and
at in the Schrodinger representation satisfy the canonical commutation relation:

[a, at] = 1, (6.3)

"Within the formalism, the random force operators dF(t) and dpt (t) are assumed to commute with any
relevant system opetator Ain the Schrodillger l'epresentatioll: [A, dP(t)] = [A, dpt (t)] =O.
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The semi-free operators (6.1) keep the equal-time canonical comlnutation relation:

[a(t), aft(t)] = 1, [a(t), aft(t)] = 1. (6.4)

The tildian nature of Tool 6 for Hj,tdt is consistent with the definition (6.1) of the semi
free operators. Since the tilclian hat-Hamiltonian ilj,tdt is not necessarily hermite, we
introduced the symbol tt ill order to distinguish it from the hermite conjugation t. How
ever, we will use t instead of tt, for simplicity, unless it is confusing. We use here the same
notation a(t) etc. for the stochastic semi-free operators as those for the coarse grained
semi-free operators. vVe expect that there will be no confusion between them.

A2. The stochastic semi-free operatOl's satisfy Tool 2:

(1I aft (t) = (lla(t). (6.5)

A3. The randOlll force operators are of the Wiener process whose first and second cunlulants
al'e given by real c-numbers:

(dF(t)) = (dFt(t)) = 0, (6.6)

(dF(t)dF(t)) = (dFt(t)dFt(t)) = 0, (6.7)

(dF(t)dFt(t)) = [a real c-number], (dFt(t)dF(t)) = [a real c-number], (6.8)

where (...) = (I ... I) represents the random average referring to the random force oper
ators dF(t).

A4. The random force operators satisfy Tool 2:

(6.9)

A5. The stochastic semi-free operators and the random force operators satisfy the causality

(a(t)dFt(t)) = 0, etc., (6.10)

where the random force operator dFt(t) in the He'isenbeT9 representation** is defined by

The results are (see Appendix D for the derivation)

itj,tdt = w(t)(ata - ata)dt - iK(t) [(at - a)(J-La + vat) + t.c.] dt

+i {21<{t) [n(t) + v] + ~n{t)} (at - ii)(iit - a)

+i[(at - a)dW(t) + t.c.] ,

(6.11)

(6.12)

**It can be the interaction representation when one includes non-linear terms in the hat-Hamiltonian, and
performs a perturbational calculation. As we are dealing with only the bi-linear case in this lecture, we call the
representation as the Heisenberg one.
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and

( dT¥(t )dvY (s)) = (dvV (s)dvV (t ))

= Jl (dFt(s )dF(t)) + v (dF(t)dFt(s))

. = {21«t)[n(t)+vJ + ~n(t)}6(t-S)dtdS,

(6.13)

(6.14)

(see Appendices D and F for the derivation) where the random force operator dW(t) is defined
by

dT¥(t) = ItdF(t) + vdFt(t),

with It + v = 1. The stochastic l)l'ocess here is a 110n-stationary Gaussian white one.

The conelations of dF(t) and dFt(t) are given by (see Appendix F)

(dFt (t)dF(s)) = [21«t)n(t) + ~ n(t)] 6(t - s)dtds,

(dF(t)dFt(s)) = { 21«t)[n(t) + 1J + ~n(t)}6(t - s)dtds.

(6.15)

(6.16)

(6.17)

The semi-free hat-Hamiltonial1 HJ,tdt, appeared in the stochastic Liouville equation (2.9)
of the Stratollovich type, is given by (see Appendix F)

H/,tdt = w(t)(ata - ata)dt - iK(t) [(at - a)(Jla + vat) + t.c.] dt

+i [(at - a)dvV(t) + t.c.] . (6.18)

7 Quantum Stochastic Differential Equations

. Let us consider the case conesponding to (4.1), i.e. the stationary stochastic process (F.15) and
(F.16). Then, the random force operator dT¥(t) satisfies

(dTtV(t)) = (dT~!(t)) = 0,

(dTIV (t )dTtV (s)) = (dW (t )dvY (s)) = 0,

(dvV(t)dvY(s») = (dvV(s)dW(t») = 2x:(n + v)c5(t -s)dtds.

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

The stochastic Liouville equations and the Langevin equations both of Ito and of Stratonovich
types are constructed beil1g compatible with the Fokker-Planck equation (4.5) with the hat
Hamiltol1ian (4.3).

The quantum stochastic Liouville equation of the Stratonovich type is given by [25]-[29]

(7.4)
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with the stochastic time-evolution generator:

wherett

Hs = Hs - fIs, Hs =wata,

and the flow operators da and dO, t are specified byH

da = i[Hs, a]cZt - K[(ll - v)a + 2vat]cZt + dlV(t),

cZat = i[Hs, at]dt - K[2Jw - (Jl - v)at]dt +dW(t).

The quantum stochastic Liouville equation of the Ito type is given by

with

Hj,tdt = Hj,tdt + i(at - a)(at - a)dW(t)dliV(t)

= H dt+ i { (at - a)dliV(t) + t. c. } ,

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.10)

-(7.11)

where Hj,tdt and H are given, respectively, by (7.5) and (4.3). Here, we used the properties of
the random force operators

dW (t )dvV (s) = dliV(t )dliV(s) = 0,

dVV(t)dl1!(s) = dliV(s)dvV(t) = 2K[fi + v]8(t - s)dtds,

(7.12)

(7.13)

within the stochastic convergence, which can be derived from (7.2) and (7.3), and the fact that
dW(t)dt etc. can be neglected as higher orders.

Taking the random average of the Ito stochastic Liouville equation (7.9) with (7.11), we
obtain the corresponding Fold~er-Plallckequation (4.5) by the process:

(dIOj(t))) = dIO(t))

= --iHdt(IOj(t))) +({ (at - a)dW(t) + t.c.} 10j(t)))

= -iHdt IO(t)),

with IO(t)) = (IOj(t))). Here, we used the properties

(7.14)

(7.15)

ttThe following formulation is valid for the cases where Hs has non-linear terms.
UThe flow equations (7.7) and (7.8) read d(j.ta+lIa t ) = i[Hs l pa+lIat]dt-n:(j.La+lIat )dt+dW(t), d(a-at ) =

i[Hs, a - at]dt + I\:(a - at)dt.
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which are the characteristics of the Ito multiplication. The Fokker-Planck equation (4.5) can be
derived also by taking random average of the Stratonovich stochastic Liouville equation (7.4)
with (7.5) (see Appendix G).

For the dynall1ical quantity

(7.16)

the quantunl Langevin equation of the Stratonovich type is given as the Heisenberg equation
of lllOtion [27, 29]:

dA(t) = i[Ht(t)dt ~ A(t)] (7.17)

= i[Hs(t), A(t)]dt

+1\: {[(at(t) - aCt)) (IW(t) + vat(t)) , A(t)]

+ [(at(t) - aCt)) (Ila(t) + vat(t)) , A(t)]}dt

- {[at (t) - a(t ), A (t )] 0 dl-V (t) + [a t(t) - a(t ), A (t )] 0 dl-V (t) } , (7.18)

where
Ht(t) = S j l(t)Ht,tSt(t),

[X(t) ~ Yet)] = X(t) 0 Yet) - Yet) 0 X(t),

for arbitl'ary operators )~~(t) and Yet), and use has been made of the fact that

(7.19)

(7.20)

(7.21)

since the random force operator elltV(t) is commutative with Stet) due to the property (D.9)
and (D.15). Note that, using (7.18), we can readily verify that

d[A.(t)B(t)] = dA(t) 0 B(t) + A(t) 0 elB(t), (7.22)

(7.23)

for arbitrary relevant system operators A and B. This fact proves that the quantum stochastic
differential equation (7.18) is of the Stratonovich type.

. The quantum Langevin equation of the Stratonovich type (7.18) is also derived by the
algebraic identity

with the help of

"-1 ." -1 "dS j (t) = tS j (t) 0 Ht,telt. (7.24)

vVhen elY(t) is dl-V(t), and X(t) is constituted by the l'elevant operators satisfying the
quantull1 Langevin equation (7.18) of the Stratonovich type, the cOllnection formula (E.5)
l'educes to

)((t) 0 ell-Vet) = X(t)dlIV(t) - A:(n + v) [at(t) - aCt), X(t)] dt. (7.25)
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In deriving (7.25), we used the properties (7.12) and (7.13), and the fact that dW(t)dt etc. can
be neglected as higher ordel's.

By means of the connection formula (7.25) between the Ito and the Stratonovich prod
ucts, we can derive the quantU111 Langevin equation of the Ito type from that of the Stratonovich
type (7.18) as

dA(t) = i['Hj(t)dt, A(t)]

+ {(at(t) - aCt)) [at(t) - a(t), A(t)]

+ (at(t) - a(t)) [at(t) - a(t), A(t)J}dvV(t)dW(t) (7.26)

= i[ifs(t), A(t)]dt

+n: {[(at(t) - a(t)) (IW(t) + vat(t)) , A(t)]

+ [(at(t) - a(t)) (tLa(t) + vat(t)) , A(t)l}dt

+2n:(n + v)[at(t) - a(t), [at(t) - a(t), A(t)]]dt

- {[at(t) - a(t), A(t)]dW(t) + [at(t) - a(t), A(t)]dW(t)} , (7.27)

where
'Hj(t)dt = Sjl(t)'Hj,tdtSj(t), (7.28)

(see Appendix D for another derivation of (7.27)). With the help of (7.27), we can find the
product dA(t)dB(t) has the expression

dA(t)dB(t) = 2n:(n + v) {[at(t) - aCt), A(t)][at(t) - a(t), B(t)]

+ [at(t) - aCt), A(t)][at(t) - a(t), B(t)J} dt, (7.29)

which leads to the calculus rule of the lto type

d[A(t)B(t)]= dA(t) . B(t) + A(t) . dB(t) +dA(t)dB(t), ;(7.30)

for arbitrary relevant stochastic operators A and B. This proves that the quantum stochastic
differential equation (7.27) is in fact of the Ito type. Furthermore, since (7.27) is the time
evolution equation for any relevant stochastic operator A(t), it is Ito Js formula for quantum
systems as will be proven in section 8.

Putting a and at for A, we see that (7.18) and (7.27) reduce to

da(t) = i[ifs, a(t)]dt - n:[(tL - v)a(t) + 2vat(t)]dt + dW(t),

dat(t) = i[ifs, at(t)]dt - n:[2tLa(t) - (tL - v)at(t)]dt +dW(t),

(7.31)

(7.32)

whose formal structures are the same as (7.7) and (7.8), l'espectively.

In the Langevin equation approach, the dynamical behavior of systems is specified when
one characterizes the correlations of random forces. The quantum Langevin equation is the
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equation in the Heisenberg representation, therefOl'e the characterization of random force oper
ators should be performed in this representation. This cannot be done in terms 'Of dF(t) etc.,
since the information of the stochastic process is masked by the dynamics generated by Hf(t)
in these operators. Whereas, the specification of the correlation between dW(t) etc. directly
charactel'izes the stochastic process because of the relations in (7.21).

Taking the random average and the vacuum expectation of (7.27), we obtain the equation
of motion for the expectation value of an arbitrary operator A(t) of the relevant system as

~ ((A(t))) = i (([Hs(t), A(t)]))

+~ (((at(t)[A(t), a(t)])) + (([at(t), A(t)]a(t))))

+2/di(([at(t), [A(t), a(t)]])), (7.33)

where ((... )) = (11(" ')10), which means to take both random average and vacuum expectation.
This is the exact equation of motion for systems with linear-dissipative coupling to reservoir,
which can be also derived by means of Fokker-Planck equation (4.5). Here, we used the property

(a(t)dvV(t)) = 0, etc., (7.34)

which are the characteristics of the Ito multiplication [37]. Note that (7.33) was derived for
general Hs including non-linear interaction terms.

8 Phase-Space Method

Mapping (4.5) to the one in phase-space by means of the coherent state representation for coarse
grained operators, which is constructed just the same process as (H.1)-(H.13) with respect to
10(t)) and P(J.l,v)(z, t), we obtain the Fokker-Planck equation in phase-space [34]

(8.1)

with
(8.2)

and the coarse-grained generator

Note that the expression (8.1) for f.l = 1, 11 = °is the same as (A.9) obtained by mapping the
luaster equation (A.1) in the density operator method by means of the coherent representation
in the Liouville space (see e.g. [9]).

The quantum stochastic Liouville equation (7.4) of the Stratonovich type is mapped as
[34]

dp(J.I,V) (z t) - -in(J.l,II)(z t)dt 0 p(J.l,v) (z t)
f ,- f' J "
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with the stochastic time-evolution generator

Qy',v)(z, t)dt = (-8z +8.z·) E(Jl'v)(z, 8)dt

+il\: (oz + o.z·) dt - i [00 dW(t) + 8.0 dW*(t)] , (8.5)

mapped from Hj,tdt, where (-8z + o*z*)E(Jl'v)(z, 0) is defined for Hs by means of (H.lO) and
(H.II) with the property

(8.6)

Here, we are confining ourselves to the case where Hs has the structure like I:n 9n(at )nan,
which leads us to

p,q, Tn, n

p+q=m+n

9 [zP (z·)q 8m 8n+ (z*)P zqom8n]p,q,nl,n * ., (8.7)

with real parameters gp,q,m,n' FOl' a harmonic oscillator with frequency w, E(p,v) (z, 8) = w.

The quantum stochastic Liouville equation (7.4) of the Ito type is ll1apped to the one in
phase-space as

with

dP(Jl,v) (?' t) = _in(Jl,v) (z t)dt p(Jl,v) (z t)
f~' J' J "

ny"v)(z, t)dt = Q(Jl,v)(z)dt - i [0 dW(t) + 0* dW·(t)].

(8.8)

(8.9)

It is easily seen that (8.8) reduces to the Fokker-Planck equation (8.1) when the random average
is taken.

The quantum Langevin equation (7.18) of the Stratonovich type is transformed to [34]

dA(V,Jl) (t) = i [-E(Jl,v) (z( t), 8(t) )z(t )8( t) +E(Jl,v) (z(t), 8(t ))z*(t )8*(t)] A (V,II) (t )dt

-I\: [z(t)8(t) +z·(t)o.(t)] A(v,Jl) (t)dt

+ {[8(t)A(v'Jl)(t)] 0 dW(t) + [o*(t)A(v'Jl)(t)] 0 dW*(t)} , (8.10)

where 8(t) = 8joz(t) and 8.(t) =8joz*(t), and E(Jl,v)(z, 8) is the adjoint differential operator
function defined by

l fI (z) [-zE(Jl'v)(z, 0)0 + z·E(Jl'v)(z, 0)0.] h(z)

= 1fz(z) [OE(~"V)(Z,o)z - o.E(Jl'V)(Z,O)z*] fl(Z),

and use has been made of the property

(8.11)
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Using the cOllnection formula between the Ito and Stratonovich products in phase-space
which has the same structure as (7.25) for quantum stochastic operators, we can derive the
Langevill equation of the Ito type as

dA(v,JI)(t) = i [-E(JI,V)(Z(t), o(t))z(t)o(t) +E(J',v)(z(t), o(t))z*(t)o*(t)] A(v'J')(t)dt

-K [z(t)o(t) + z*(t)o*(t)] A(V,J') (t)dt +2K(n +v)0(t)8*(t)A(v,J')(t)dt

+ {[o(t)A(V,J4)(t)] dltV(t) + [8*(t)A(V'J')(t)] dvV*(t)}. (8.13)

This can be obtained also by mapping the quantum Langevin equation (7.27) of the Ito type
into the one in phase-space.

By making use of (8.10) or (8.13) for z(t), we have

dz(t) = -iE(JI,V)(Z(t), o(t))z(t)dt - Kz(t)dt +dW(t). (8.14)

vVith the help of (8.14), we can rewrite (8.13) in the form

dA(v'J')(t) = dz(t)o(t)A(v'J')(t) +dz*(t)o.(t)A(v'J')(t) +dz(t)dz·(t)0(t)8.(t)A(v'J')(t), (8.15)

where we used the relation

dz(t)dz*(t) = dvV(t)dvV*(t) = 2K(n +v)dt, (8.16)

which is proven within the stochastic convergence with (8.14) and the properties (H.15)-(H.17).
The equation (8.15) is nothing but the well known Ito's formula for complex stochastic variable
z(t).

It is worthy to note that, with the definition of flow:

dZ t = -iE(JI,V)(Z, o)zdt - Kzdt +dW(t), (8.17)

being in the same structure as (8.14), the stochastic time-evolution generator (8.5) can be
expressed in the form [34]

{};J"v)(z, t)dt = -i (0 dZt +0* dz;)

-E(J"v)(z, 0) (-oz +o.z*) dt + (-8z +o.z*) E(J4'v)(z, 8)dt. (8.18)

The latter two terms on the l'ight hand side represent quantum effects. This is an extension of
Kubo's generator for the stochastic Liouville equation [8] to quantum systems.

Taking average of (8.13) with respect to both the initial distribution P)J"v)(z) and the
random forces, we obtain the equation of motion for the expectation value of an arbitrary
observable operator A(t) of the relevant system as

~((A(t))) = / rA(v,J')(z) [-i (-8z + 8.z·) E(J4'v)(z, 8)
dt \Jz

+K (oz + o*z*) +2K(n + v)80*] P)J"v)(z, t))

= 1A(V'J')(z) [-i(-oz+o*z*)E(J',V)(Z,o)

+K (oz + O.z*) +2K(n + v)08*] p(J"V)(z, t),
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where
((A(t))) = (1 A(v'tl)(z)Pj'~'V)(z, t)) = 1A(V'~)(Z)p(~,v)(z, t),

(see (R.13)). Rere, we used the properties

(z(t)dW(t)) = 0, etc.,

(8.20)

(8.21)

which are the characteristics of the Ito multiplication [37]. The averaged equation of motion
can also be derived by making use of the Fokker-Planck equation (8.1), as can be seen in the
second expression of (8.19).

We showed that the framework, including both the quantum Fokker-Planck equation
and the quantum stochastic differential equations constructed within NETFD, is compatible
with the one of the classical Fokker-Planck equation and of the classical stochastic differen
tial equations. It was done by mapping the entire framework of NETFD to the c-number
phase-space by lneans of the phase-space method in thermal space [49]. Note that the mapped
framewOl·k in phase-space keeps the information of quantum effects. The success of the formu
lation of the stochastic differential equations for quantum systems within a canonical formalism
of dissipative quantum fields may be a lesson for those attempts trying to construct it based
on the Schrodinger equation or the equivalent [50]-[58],

9 Discussions

In Fig. 1, we put the structure of the methods dealt in this lecture note. The approaches of
the Langevin equation (III) and of the stochastic Liouville equation (IV) are microscopic
ones in the sense that they take into account thermal effect as a l'andom process, whereas the
approach of the Fokker-Planck equation (I and II) is coarse grained one. A unified formalism
for quantum systems covering whole the aspects, Ito IV in Table 1, was realized first by means
of the framework of NETFD.

The relation between the Langevin equation and the stochastic Liouville equation is the
same as the one between the Heisenberg equation and the Schrodinger equation in quantum
mechanics and in quantum field theory. Since they are the stochastic differential equations,
there are two types of stochastic multiplication, i.e. the Ito and the Stratonovich types. The
Langevin equation (7.17) of the Stratonovich type has the same structure as the Heisenberg
equation of motion for analytical quantities. Whereas, the Ito type (7.26) contains an extra
tenn proportional to dW(t)dW(t) due to the difference of stochastic differentiations. Although
the stochastic Liouville equations both of the Stratonovich and Ito types, (7.4) and (7.9), have
the sanle form, the latter is more convenient than the former to get the corresponding Fokker
Planck equation (4.5) by taking random average. It is due to the characteristics of the Ito
lnultiplication. The equation of lnotion for the dynalnical variables taken both the random
average and the vacuum expectation value can be obtained by two paths, i.e. the one from the
Langevin equation directly by taking both the random average and the vacuum expectation,
the other from the Fokker-Planck equation by taking the vacuum expectation of the operators
conesponding to the dynamical variables. It should be noted that the discovery of the stochastic
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Figure 1: Structure of the Formalism. RA stands for the random average. VE stands for the

vacuum expectation.
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Liouville equation is the key point for the construction of whole the unified quantum canonical
fOIlllalislll.

With the help of the hat-Hamiltonian for the Fokker-Planck equation, we can construct
the Heisenberg equation for coarse grained operators. As was mentioned before, the existence
of the Heisenberg equation of motion f01' coarse grained operators enabled us to construct the
canonical formalism of the dissipative quantum fields. It is quite interesting that for somewhat
artificial values of Il, v, i.e. It = 1 + ii, v = -ii, we can obtain the coarse grained equation
of motion (4.16) directly by taking the random average of the Langevin equations (7.18) and
(7.27). For this case, (7.25) tells us that the Stratonovich and the Ito multiplications are
identical, and (7.3) gives

The latter indicates that

(dvV (t)d17v (s)) = (dW (s )dvV (t )) = o. (9.1)

(9.2)

as can be seen by (6.13). This is nothing but the KMS-condition [59, 60]. The physical meaning
of this artificial case is still to be investigated.

As was claimed by Kubo [61], there had been several deficiencies in the theo1'ies of
quantum Langevin equation. The first one is that the representation space of the Langevin
equation should be an extended Hilbert space which is constituted by both the one for the
relevant system and the one for the random force (an irrelevant system). However, usually
the equation of motion for the random force operator is not considered. The second is that
the correlations of random force operators for thermal ensemble do not satisfy KMS-condition
[59, 60] in the case of the 'White process for quantum systems. The third claim was how one can
obtain the correlation of random fOl'ce operators for the Langevin equation which is compatible
with the master equation derived by the non-conventional treatnlent of the damping theory,
where the effect of non-linearity within a relevant system on its relaxation behavior is taken into
account. The last claim was resolved by NETFD (see refs. [28]-[32], [48, 44] and the references
therein for detail). As for the first and the second problems, the readers are expected to
consider by themselves how they are solved within the present unified fonnalism of NETFD
(see [27]-[29]).

Let us close this lecture note by mentioning about those which were not included in the
above sections. It was shown that the divisor method of the canonical quantum field theory can
be generalized to the present dissipative quantum field theory [15, 16]. The derivation of the
generalized kinetic equation within NETFD were studied [21]. Note that most of the studies
by 111eans of NETFD were those in the k'inetic stage. Thermal processes in the hydrodynamical
stage has started to be investigated by means of NETFD [23]. There, the concept of non
equilibrium thennodyna1nics, especially that of the local equilibrium, is tried to be interpreted
in tenus of the concept of quantum field theory. There were several applications of NETFD to
optical systems [43]-[47] and spin relaxation [48]. Dynamical rearrangenlenis of vacuum in the
thennal space were investigated [39] for the boson transformation and the BCS model. The
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cases of fennion were llot investigated. It is somewhat straightforward to extend whole the
framework to the case of fermion fields.
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Appendix A Density Operator Method

Here, we show how we had been dealing with the model within the density operator formalism
before NETFD was constructed. The master equation for a damped harmonic oscillator is
given by [9]

Otps(t) = -£ (Hs+ill) ps(t), (A.l)

with the symbol Hs~"K = [Hs, X], where Hs is the Hamiltonian of the system we are interested
in:

w = € - IL, (A.2)

with € and jJ, being the one-:particle ellel"gy and the chemical potential, respectively, and where
II· is the damping operator:

(A.3)

with n being given by (4.2), and

(AA)

Here, we have introduced the average, (.. '/R = trR'" PR, where the density operator for a
reservoir is given by PR = Zi/e-(JHR, ZR = trR e-(JHR. The coupling constant 9 represents the
strength of the interaction between the damped harmonic oscillator and the reservoir whose
temperature is T = {3-1. We see that the one-particle distribution function, defined by n(t) =
tr ataps(t), satisfies the Boltzmann equation (4.1).

The above master equation (A.I) can be obtained by projecting out the reservoir by
means of the damping theory [9]~[11], starting with the Liouville equation:

:tp(t) = -iHx p(t),

with the model given by the Hamiltonian
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where HI is the Hamiltonian describing the interaction between the system and the reservoir:

HI =9 L: (aRt +h.c.) ,
k

(A.7)

with Rt and Rk being the operators of the l'eservoir, and HR is the Hamiltonian of the reservoir
the explicit fonn of which needs not be specified to get the 111aster equation (A.I). The coarse
gl'ailled density operator ps(t) is defined by ps(t) = trR p(t) .

.Introducing the boson coherent state representation of the anti-normal ordering [62]-[64]
through

Jd2z
ps(t) = -;-fs(t)lz)(zl, (A.8)

with the boson coherent state Iz), defined by alz) = z]z), we can Inap the master equation
(A.l) into a partial differential equation for the c-number function fs(t) as [9]

Otfs(t) = [-iw (o.z· - c.c.) + ~ (o.z· + c.c.) + 2~no.o] fs(t), (A.9)

where we have introduced the abbreviation, 0 = %z, o. = %z·. This is nothing but a
Fokker-Planck equation.

The Fokker-Planck equation (A.9) is transformed into

with the help of the relation
F(t) = eitw(a.z·-8z) fs(t),

where ~ = Iz1 2, and oe =%~. We can solve (A.I0) in the form

F(t) = _1_e- e/n (t)
n(t) ,

(A.I0)

(A.ll)

(A.12)

with the initial condition F(O) = 15(0) = ~e-e/n. Here, n(t) in (A.12) satisfies the Boltzmann
equation (4.1). In deriving the solution (A.12), we have used the Laguerre polynomials

and the relation
.~ .!-L (~) l = exp -~(x/(1 - x»
~ III l <:. x 1- .
l=O.(.' x

Substituting (A.12) into (A.ll), and putting the obtained fs(t) into (A.8), we have

ps(t) = _1_ Jd
2
z e- lz /

2
/
n(t)lz)(zl.

n(t) 1r
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This density operator contains the same information as the thermal ket-vacuum IO(t)) given by
(4.6).

It lllay be worthwhile to note that the relation of the operator algebra for a harmonic
oscillator within quantum mechanics to the Hermite polynomials is very much similar to the
relation of the operator algebra for a damped harmonic oscillator within NETFD to the Laguerre
polynomials.

Appendix B The Principle of Correspondence

With the principle of correspondence [65,1,2]:

ps(t) ~ IO(t)),

A1Ps(t)A2 ~ A1A/IO(t)),

(B.I)

(B.2)

the master equation (A.I) reduces to the Schrodinger equation (4.5) with the hat-Hamiltonian
(4.3). It was noticed first by Crawford [66] that the introduction of two kinds of operators for
each operator enables us to handle the Liouville equation as the Schrodinger equation.

Appendix C General Form of Hat-Hamiltonian

The hat-Hamiltonian of the semi-free field is bi-linear in (a, a, at, at), and is invariant under the
phase transformation a --? aei(}:

whel'e 9(t)'S are time-dependent c-number complex functions.

Tool 6 makes (C.l) tildian:

fIt == w(t)(ata - ata) + ifIt ,

with
fIt = Cl(t)(ata +ata) +C2(t)aa +C3(t)a tat +C4(t),

where w (t) == ~e 91 (t) = .,.-~e 92 (t), cl ( t) = 8'm 91 (t) = 8'm 92 (t ), C2 (t) = 8'm 93 (t ),
8'lll 94(t) and C4(t) = 8'm 9o(t).

Tool 2 and 7 give us relations

(C.I)

(C.2)

(CA)

which reduce (C.3) to
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The equation of motion for n(t) = (llat(t)a(t)IO) becomes

d
dt n(t) == -2[Cl(t) + c2(t)]n(t) - [2Cl(t) + C2(t)]

= -2K(t)n(t) + iE«t),

where we used Tool 2, and introduced K(t) and E«t) defined, respectively, by

K( t) = Cl (t) + C2 (t ),
E«t) = i[2cl(t) + C2(t)].

(C.6)

(C.7)

(C.8)

(C.g)

Solving (C.6) and (C.S) with respect to Cl(t) and C2(t), and substituting them into (C.5),
we arrive at the expression (3.1) of the semi-free hat-Hamiltonian.

Appendix D Stochastic Hat-Hamiltonian

The hat-Hamiltonian for the siochasi'ic semi-jreefield is bi-linear in a, at, dF(t), dFt(t) and
their tilde conjugates, and is invariant under the phase transformation a ~ aei8 , and dF( t) ~
dF(t) ei8 :

Hj,tdt = Htdt +i {h1atdF(t) + h2atdFt(t) + h3 0, dF(t) + h4 0, dFt(t)

+hsatdF(t) + h6atdFt(t) + h7a dF(t) + hsa dFt(t)} , (D.I)

where fIt is given by (3.1), and h's are time-independent c-nunlber quantities. The time
dependence of h's has been put on the time-dependence of the random force operators dF(t)
etc. in the Schrodinger representation. We used the fact that the bi-linear terms with re
spect to dF(t), dFt(t) and their tilde conjugates are c-number quantities within the stochastic
convergence (see A3).

A2 makes Hj,tdt tildian, and A4 gives us the relations

Then (D.I) reduces to

(D.2)

Hj,tdt = Htdt +i {(at - a)dvV(t) + t.c.},

where Ht is given by (C.2), i.e.

with

(D.3)

(D.4)

iI, = -,,(t) [(at - a)(~a + '1at) + t.e.] + {2,,(t) [n(t) + 'I] + ~n(t) } (at - a)(a',- a). (D.5)
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The expression of fIt was arranged, by introducing real c-numbers eand 'I] satisfying

e+'1] = 1,

so as to be written down by the canonical operators a - at and eat + 'l]a satisfying

Hel'e, we introduced random force operator dvV(t) defined by

whose cumulants are given by

(dltV(t)) = (dvV(t)) = 0, (dW(t)dW(t)) = (dvV(t)dvV(t)) = 0,

(dW(t)dvV(t)) = (hI +hz){hi (dFt(t)dF(t)) +h; (dF(t)dFt(t))} ,

(dltV(t)dltV(t)) = (hi + h;) {hI (dFt(t)dF(t)) + hz (dF(t)dFt(t))} ,

(D.6)

(D.7)

(D.8)

(D.9)

(D.lO)

(D.ll)

where we used A4.

The requirement Tool 2 of the commutativity, (dvV(t)dvV(t)) = (dvV(t)dW(t)) , gives
us the relations

(D.12)

which reduce to

and allow us to put
1 iO 1 iOtl = j.1.e, ~z = ve ,

where j.1. = Ihll and v = Ihzl. Then, (D:lO) and (D.ll) reduce to

(dvV (t )dltV (s)) = (dW (s )dW (t ))

= (fl + v) {fl ( dFt (s )dF(t) ) + v ( dF(t )dFt(s) ) } .

(D.13)

(D.14)

(D.15)

This shows that dW(t) and dW(s) are commutative even for t i= s, as well as for t = s, within
the stochastic convergence. The vector (ldvV(t) is calculated as

(ldvV(t) = (fl + v)ei6 (ldF(t), (D.16)

by using A4.

The further requirement that the 110rm of (ldvV(t) should be equal to that of (ldF(t),
I.e.

11(ldvV(t)1I = 11(ldF(t)lI,
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leads us to the relation
JL+V=l. (D.18)

This requirement indicates that the intensities of the random force operators dW(t) and dF(t)
are same. By putting the phase factor ei8 on dF(t) and dPt(t), (D.15) and (D.8) reduce,
respectively, to (6.13) and (6.15). Using (F.18) below, we see that (D.3) with (DA) and (D.5)
gives (6.12).

The quantUlll Langevin equation (7.27) of the Ito type can be derived also by using the
calculus rule of the Ito type:

with
dSil(t) = iSil(t) [Hj,tdt - 2i(at - a)(at - a)dW(t)dW(t)].

The latter was derived by the identity

with the help of the properties

Hj,tdt Hj,tdt = i { (a t - a)dliV(t) + t.c.} i {(at - a)dliV(t) + t.c.}

= -2(at - a)(at - a)dW(t)dW(t),

and
Hj,tdt Hj,tdt ... Hj,tdt = 0,
, v !

more than 3 times

within the stochastic convergence (see (D.9) and (D.l5)).

Appendix E Ito and Stratonovich Multiplications

(D.19)

(D.20)

(D.2l)

. (D.22)

(D.23)

The definitions of the Ito [37] and the Stratonovich [38] multiplications are given, ~espectively,

by

and

X(H)(t) . dy(H)(t) = X(H)(t) [y(H>Ct + dt) - y(H)(t)] ,

d)(H)(t) . y(H)(t) = [X(H)(t + dt) _ X(H)(t)] y(H)(t),

(E.l)

(E.2)

X(H)(t) 0 dy(H)(t) = X(H)(t +di +X(H)(t) [y(H)(t + dt) - y(H)(t)] , (E.3)

dX(H)(t) 0 y(H)(t) = [X(H)(t + dt) _ X(H)(t)] y(H)(t + d~ + y(H)(t) , (EA)
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for al'bitrary stochastic operators ~}(H)(t) and y(H)(t) in the Heisenberg representation. From
(E.l), (E.2) and (E.3), (EA), we have the formulae which connect the Ito and the Stratonovich
pl'Oducts in the differell tial form

..J{(H)(t) 0 dy(H)(t) = ..}{(H) (t)dy(H)(t) + !dX(H)(t) . dy(H)(t), (E.5)
2

d~}{(H)(t) 0 y(H)(t) = d..}{(H)(t) . y(H)(t) + ~dX(H)(t) . dy(H)(t), (E.6)

for the operators in the Heisenberg representation, i.e. X(H)(t) = Sjl(t)X(S)(t)Sj(t) with

operator X(S)(t) in the Schrodinger representation, and dX(H)(t) = Sjl(t)dX(S)(t)Sj(t) with
the flow operator d~}{(S)(t) etc..

The connection formulae for the stochastic operators in the Schrodinger representation
are given, in the same form as (E.5) and (E.6), by

X(S)(t) 0 dy(S)(t) = ~}(S)(t)dy(S)(i) + !dX(S)(t). dy(S)(i),
2

dX(S)(t) 0 y(S)(i) = dX(S)(i) . y(S)(i) + !dX(S)(i) . dy(S)(i).
2

(E.7)

(E.8)

Appendix F Correlation of Random Force Operators

Applying the connection formula (E.8) to the multiplications, for example dW(i)Sj(i), in the
right ha~ld side of the equation (6.2), we have the equation of motion for the time-evolution
generator of the Stratonovich type as

(F.l)

whel'e iIj,tdi is the stochastic semi-free hat-Hamiltonian of the Stratonovich type defined by

iIj,tdt = Htdt - i(a t - a)(at - a)dW(t)dvV(t) + i [(at - a)dvV(t) + t.c.]

=w(t)(ata - ata)dt - iK(t) [(at - a)(ea + 1]at ) + t.c.] dt

+i [(at - a)dvV(t) + LC.] . (F.2)

In deriving the expression (F.2), we demanded that the Stratonovich time-evolution generator
should not depend on the diffusion terms, which leads to

dW(t)dW(t) ~ { 21«t) [n(t) +'7J + ~n(t) } dt. (F.3)

Tllis expression is compatible with the assumption that the process is white. Let us put the
subscript F on E«t) in the Boltzmann equation (3.2) in order to remember that it is due to
the interaction with the random force dF(t):

~n(t) = -2K(t)n(t) + iEj(t).
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Making use of (F.3) and (FA), we have

iEf(t)dt = -2K(t)7]dt + dvV(t)dvV(t)

= -2K(t)7]dt + (dFt(t)dF(t)) + II {(dF(t)dFt(t)) - (dFt(t)dF(t))}. (F.5)

where the property (6.13) has been used within the stochastic convergence, and It has been
erased with the help of (D.18).

It is reasonable to assume that the quantity 71 may depend on II, i.e. 7] = 7](11), and that
the physical quantities K(t), iEj(t), (dFt(t)dF(t)), and (dF(t)dFt(t)) may not depend on II.

Then, differentiating (F.5) with respect to II, we have

This leads to

which is solved as

07]
all = k(t),

7] = k(t)1I + let),

(F.6)

(F.7)

(F.8)

where k(t) and let) are real numbers independent of II. Substituting (F.7) into (F.6), we have

(dF(t)dFt(t)) - (dFt(i)dF(i)) = 2K(t)k(t)dt.

By means of (F.8) and (F.9), (F.5) becomes

iEf(t)dt = -2K(t)l(t)dt + (dFt(t)dF(t)) ,

which leads to

(dFt(t)dF(t)) = [iEj(t) +2K(t)l(t)] dt

= {2~(t) [n(t) + [(t)l + ~t n(t)} dt,

(F.9)

(F.IO)

(F.II)

where we have used (FA) at the second equality. The substitution of (F.II) into (F.9) gives us

(dF(t)dFt(t)) = {iEj(t) +2K(t) [k(t) + let)]} dt

= { 21«t) [n(t) + k(t) + [(t)l + ~n(t)} dt. (F.12)

For the system specified by the Boltzmann equation (4.1), (F.ll) and (F.12) reduce,
respectively, to

(dFt(t)dF(t)) = 2K [n + let)],

(dF(i)dFt(t)) =2K [11 + k(i) + l(i)] di.
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Sil1ce the Boltzlllanll equatiol1 (4.1) is compatible with the statiol1ary process specified by

we kl10W that

which lead to

(dFt(t)dF(t)) = 2Kndt,

(dF(t)dFt(t)) = 2K(n + l)dt,

l(t) = 0, k(t) = 1,

7]=V (~=fl).

(F.15)

(F.16)

(F.17)

(F.18)

Substitutil1g (F.17) into (F.11) and (F.12), we obtain (6.16) and (6.17). We also get
(6.14) by puttil1g (F.18) into (F.3).

Appendix G Derivation of Fokker-Planck Eq. from St
ratonovich Stochastic Liouville Eq~.

The Fokker-Plal1ck equation (4.5) can be also derived, systematically, from the stochastic Li
ouville equation (7.4) of the Stratonovich type by means of the method [25,26]:

(d 10/(t))) = dIO(t))

= -i (iI/.tdt 0 10/(t)))

= -iiIdtIO(t)),

with

where
00

k(t)dt = L kn(t)dt,
n=1

with
~ rt [t1 [tn - 2 ~ ~ ~

Kn(t)dt = (-i)" Jo Jo ... Jo (H/.tdt 0 Hf,t1dt1 0'" 0 H/.tn_ldtn-1)o.c..

The sYlllbol (... )o.c. indicates the ordered cumulants [67, 10] defined, for example, by

(X(t))o.c. = (X(t)),
(X(t)X(t1))o.c. = (X(t)X(td) - (X(t))(X(t1 )),

(X(t)X'(tdX'(t2))o.c. = (X(t))((tdX(t2)) - (X(t)X(td)(X(t2))

-(X(t)X(t2))(X(td) - (X(t))(X(tdX(t2))

+(X(t))(X(t1))(X(t2)) + (X(t))(X(t2))(X(t1 )),
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(GA)

(G.5)

(G.6)

(G.7)



for any operator X(t).

Substituting (7.7) and (7.8) iuto (7.5),and using the properties (7.1)-(7.3) for the Wiener
process, we obtaiu the Fokker-Plauck generator fI iu (4.5) as

(G.8)

Appendix H Coherent State Representation inNETFD

We iiltroduce a phase-space method for NETFD by meaus of a generalized coherent state
representation [49].

1. The probabUity d'istr-ib'ution function pjI-J,v) (z, t) corresponding to IDf (t)) is defined by

with
1L1(I-i'V)(z)) = 1eslaI2/2ezo·-z·oID(a)),

where ID(a)) is specified by

(H.l)

(H.2)

(a - at)ID(z)) = zID(z)), (pa + vat)ID(z)) = -a*ID(z)), (H.3)

and
(1ID(z)) = 1l"8(2)(z), 8(2)(Z) = 8(~e(z))8(~m(z)). (HA)

Here, we introduced abbreviations Jz = fd2z/1r, and a = a/az, a* = a/az*. The pa
rameter s = v - p specifies the ordering of operators, e.g. s = 1 for nonnal ordering,
s = Dfor auti-normal ordering and s = 1/2 for Weyl ordering. Equation (H.l) shows the
correspondence between thermal space and phase-space as

Note that the tilde invariance, IDj(t))"" = IDj(t)), reads

p(IJ.V) (z t)* - p(~IIV) (z t)
j , - f " (H.6)

al1d that a- at and {La+va t are canonical operators satisfying the canomcal commutation
.relation

(H.7)

2. The phase-space quantity G(IJ,v)(Zl' zi, Z2, zi) for the operator G(a, at, at, a) in the thermal
space is defined through

G(a,at,at,a) = f f G(IJ,V)(zt,z;, Z2, z;)L1(I-J,V) (Zl).d(I-J,v) (zz), (H.B)
I~l I~2
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with
(H.9)

(H.IO)

we obtain

F(J,L,v)(z,z*,t) = eV818;-J,L8;82

x G(tl,v)(Zl + vo*,Z; - /lO,Z2 - /lO*,z; + vo)P;J,L,v)(z,t)! Zl = Z2 =z (H.11)

3. The expectation value of the observable operator

is· given by

(H.12)

(H.13)

4. As for the random force operators dvV(t) and dvV(t), we cast the mapping correspondence
between thermal space and phase-space as

dlV(t) f----t dvV(t), dvV(t) +----7 dW*(t). (H.14)

The stochastic process for these random forces in phase-space are specified by (7.1 )-(7.3)
with the replacement of the operators according to the correspondence (H.14). Namely,
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